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Segment 1:  

1. Concern for pedestrian access to Long Bridge Park - dangerous walking conditions for 
pedestrians  

2. Concern regarding the safety when the busses are added around the Crystal Drive curve that 
merges into S. 12th Street 

3. Many attendees referenced a slug line around Long Bridge Park 
4. Concern expressed about the DOD shuttles, where will they park and stop once parking on 

Crystal Drive / 12th Street is removed  
5. Concern regarding bikes utilizing the transit lanes and illegally parked cars in the transitway 

lanes, creates issues for buses to move over into regular traffic and causes some backups at 
times on Crystal Drive 

6. Parking on Crystal Drive/12th Street curve creates a buffer and feeling that it would not be safe 
to remove that buffer and allow buses to travel along that stretch as there is a lot pedestrian 
activity, families, moms with strollers accessing Long Bridge Park 

7. Issues with big delivery trucks blocking traffic on Crystal Southbound at the Hyatt’s loading 
driveway. 

 

Segment 2: 

8. General concern regarding traffic analysis taking place in the summer 
9. Consider a center platform transitway station on 12th Street 
10. Concern regarding the amount of space on 12th Street to accommodate two bus lanes and 

transitway stations – felt there was not a large enough cross-section for this to work 
11. Concern about tour buses parking and circling blocks between Pentagon City and Crystal City, 

noted there were tons of such buses on S Hayes and now on 12th Street at various times 
throughout the evening. 

12. Concern about the intersection at 12th St S/S Eads St. Pedestrian crossing on 12th St make almost 
impossible to turn left onto S Eads. Also, S Eads St Northbound is very congested during rush 
hours since it connects to the 395 Express Lanes. 

General Notes: 

13. General support from a couple attendees on the project as a couple depend on the transitway 
14. There needs to be some interaction with bus service on Columbia Pike, was assuming Metroway 

would serve Columbia Pike in the future and carry on what was planned for the streetcar project 
15. Concern regarding the cost of each transitway station and wondered if they would cost 

$500,000 or more 
16. Include signs in shelter requesting people to not smoke or no smoking signs 
17. Support for the extension and support for Metroway in general, belief that this service will help 

with the growth in Crystal City and Pentagon City 
18. Consider allowing HOV3 and vehicles with hybrid tags to utilize the transitway lanes 
19. Should have included more information about the timing of the Army Navy Drive project and 

how that project interacts with the CCPY Extension to Pentagon City project 
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20. Like the existing Metroway service but would prefer more frequent service  
21. This will be good for development and bring more life to the area after hours and on weekends 
22. Is this project fully funded? 
23. Art on shelters lighten things up and make it more attractive, belief other shelters without art 

are boring 
24. Necessary piece to connect spots between Crystal City and Pentagon City outside of using 

Metrorail 
25. What are the impacts to the ART 74? 
26. This will hopefully bring more businesses and attractions  


